
a cross-case analysis provides evidence that both Porter’s Five Forces and Cusumano’s Six Principles can be applied to examine cybersecurity investments and identify 
where they created a competitive advantage. ΩΩ

How Are Regulatory Patterns and Themes Identified?
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• Rising Cyber Threats: Geopolitical 
tensions and rapid technological 
advancements have fueled increased 
cyber threats, demanding stronger 
cybersecurity measures.

• Global Regulatory Response: In 
response to the escalating cyber threat 

landscape, over 150 countries have 
now enacted cybersecurity 
legislation, with Europe exhibiting the 
highest rate.

• Sector-Specific Regulations: Critical 
infrastructure sectors, such as energy, 
healthcare, and finance, have seen an 
increase in cybersecurity regulations 
due to heightened risk of cyber-attacks.

Please share your thoughts, experiences, 
and insights with us. 

How can you help with this project?

Regulatory Pluralism: The coexistence and 
interplay of various cybersecurity regulations 
across local, federal, and international levels.

• Privacy-First Security Approach: Data 
protection is the most common core 
principle across diverse cybersecurity 
regulations.

• Bridging Cybersecurity Gaps: Synergies 
between specific regulatory features (e.g., 
Data Privacy & Information Exchange and 
Security by Design & Emerging 
Technologies) address gaps in cybersecurity 
coverage.

• Compliance Challenges: Risk aversion in 
companies can escalate due to the 
complexities and uncertainties surrounding 
regulatory compliance.

Call to Action:
• Companies: Adopt modular policies for 

flexibility and agility in compliance.
• Policy-makers: Develop proactive, 

harmonized regulations to address cyber 
threats before they occur, rather than 
responding after incidents.
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How are Global Cyber Threats 
Shaping Regulations?

What Types of Regulations are Being Considered?
What Insights Emerge from 

Analyzing over 170 Regulations?

This surge prompts the 
question:

Can organizations effectively 
adapt to this escalation? 
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•Cybersecurity Governance & Leadership

•Cybersecurity Hygiene

•Whistleblower Protection

•Supply Chain

Organizational Cybersecurity

•Risk Assessment & Management

•Incident Reporting

• Preparedness

•Operational Resilience

•Ransomware

Cybersecurity Preparedness and Response

•Data Privacy

•Critical Infrastructure Protection

•National Security and Public Safety

Cybersecurity Protection and Defense 

•SBOMs

•Secure by Design

•Cybersecurity for Emerging Technologies

Software and Technology 

•Information Exchange

•Cross-Border Data Transfer Regulations

Information Sharing and Cooperation

Research Goal: Identify regulatory trends 
and patterns to guide organizations in 
aligning with complex regulations and 

enhancing compliance strategies

Approach: Comprehensive analysis of 

our extensive database of over 170 
regulations, focusing on specific 
features, types, enforcement bodies, 
regional applicability, and purposes.
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